
my 5/7/79 resumed with your "weekly intelligence digest": 

Intake it you are getting the HSCA hearings free. I'd like to know how because Stokes 
has not responded, to ..everal letters and as I* vs reminded him they *ve not repaid me for 
two trips to .DC and a few other services and takings o of ray yime„ Until 8 one night on 
the King case. 

I'd appreiate a copy of Sylvia's 9-pp list of their exhibits. Hadn't heard of this. 

Tour graf on Oswald in Hew Orleans is perceptive. Seeing the identification of the 
105-1035 file reminds me: now that I have some help I've tsarted what 1 never had time for 
earlier, a crad file rliat includes functions and ranks of various spook personnel and file 
numoors, by EQ and POs. Anything you may have oh this nature can be quite valuable in my 
pursuit of records under FOIA, which takes up virtually all of my tine. 

thenre you note the appears of Epsteinkers' .and Bddowes* books in paperback, do you 
notice ano. changes, additions in the stinker's? (By the way, I'm building and appealing 
on xixiu, because the I'KL dia nelp nan. building meaning a separate file. Rocea ever wrote 
the HE to help the good man. 

Useful you ask. To.me, certainly. Thanks again. 

Clips: I'd like 5, Selin, and if AlB doesn't tell you will let you know if it is the 
same as yesterday's Star had and I've not eeen. Also the Atlantic letter on Guinn's testi- 
mony. rfhat you are offerin as an opinion is not clear to me but I would agree in general 
with the letter writer, that “uin did not in fact connect the fragements with 399 because 
he has no origin on his fragments and has descriptions of them that do not = the official 
descriptions of thlse fragments. 

-Wire HSGA materials: I do nor have a d would like the pp. on hLSURs. They had these 
and FISURs and I think I-IISURs on Marina, with the overt justification the WC request. I 
used some of this long ago in litigation, without rebuttal - even comment from BJ/PBI. 
1 don't recall Chokye and have not seen and would like that article. Could be very- useful 
in appeals. (Which also requires informing that office on basic fact.) 

I have no TV coverage of I5SCA hearings but understand that fern Jones has all on 
JFK. 

I'd also like to read the transcr3.pt of the critics’ conference. With this running 
500 pages I'll have used up ray Hoch deposit sc let me know when I owe you what. 

In your 4/21 you describe the hew McDonald fakeiy as "semi-fiction." Total finction. 

JP 3aid he'd send me his rtass Gallery piece when it is out. I'd appreciate copies of 
Scott's and Kata'/ Other clips** I'd like: 1,6,7,8,9, It and I agree re Anderson. 

Thanks 


